
Royal Canadian Mint’s Sixth Call of the Wild Release Now at APMEX 
 
APMEX, Inc., a leading online Precious Metals retailer based in Oklahoma City, is excited about the latest 
release in the Royal Canadian Mint's exceptional Call of the Wild Series, which combines elegant design, 
classic subject matter and high Gold content to appeal to investors and collectors. 
 
Introduced in 2014, this yearly .99999 fine Gold series showcases some of Canada’s most incredible 
native species. Beginning with the wolf, this coveted series has also featured the cougar, grizzly bear, elk 
and golden eagle. Collectors treasure the unique designs and detailed production while investors value 
the Gold content and assayed guarantee by the Royal Canadian Mint. 
 
This latest release features an image of a moose with the fur and antlers gleaming with precise detail. 
The weight and purity are listed below the design, which also incorporates a maple leaf privy mark and a 
unique line design common among all Call of the Wild coins. The obverse depicts Queen Elizabeth II 
along with the $200 face value and year of minting. Each Call of the Wild coin comes in a beautifully 
designed assay card. 
 
The Royal Canadian Mint has always been known as one of the most truly innovative mints. Around the 
world, .9999 fine Gold is often recognized as the standard for Gold coins and Gold bars but the RCM has 
taken that one step further. In 2007, they introduced a special three-year series of .99999 fine Gold 
Maple Leaf coins, demonstrating their innovation and dedication to providing their customers new and 
exceptional products. That legacy continues with this .99999 fine 2019 Moose coin. 
 
This latest .99999 fine Gold coin is now available at APMEX, along with the rest of the Call of the Wild 
Series. Shop APMEX now to build a high-quality Gold collection. 
 
About APMEX, Inc. 
 
Since 1999, APMEX has been one of the nation's largest Precious Metals e-retailers, boasting over $10 
billion in transactions. APMEX has the largest selection of bullion and numismatic items provided by a 
retailer, boasting more than 10,000 products. Product offerings include all U.S. Mint bullion such as 
Gold, Silver and Platinum American Eagle coins. APMEX also sells products from leading mints around 
the world including The Royal Mint, Perth Mint, Royal Canadian Mint and many others. APMEX is a 
member of the American Numismatic Association, the International Precious Metals Institute and the 
Industry Council for Tangible Assets. For additional information, visit www.APMEX.com or call (800) 375-
9006. 

https://www.apmex.com/category/90852/rcm-99999-gold-call-of-the-wild-series
https://www.apmex.com/product/87833/2015-canada-1-oz-gold-growling-cougar-99999-bu-assay-card
https://www.apmex.com/product/185367/2019-canada-1-oz-gold-moose-99999-bu-assay-card
https://www.apmex.com/category/90852/rcm-99999-gold-call-of-the-wild-series
https://www.apmex.com/category/90852/rcm-99999-gold-call-of-the-wild-series
https://www.apmex.com/
https://www.apmex.com/category/98006/bullion
https://www.apmex.com/category/10000/gold
https://www.apmex.com/category/20000/silver

